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Student’s Name  

Professor’s Name  

Course  

Date  

Lessons Plan 

PHASE ONE  · Preparation 

Reading and Writing Sequential Lessons  

1. Clear content objectives with all-inclusive regard for basic English learners adapted to 

Limited Formal Schooling (LFS) Students with Interrupted Education (SIPE). 

2. Concepts with content that is all-inclusive for learning in both fictional and 

non-fictional environments to provide a proper educational background for students. 

3. Building the language learning strategy and employing critical support that responds to 

students’ immediate social, cultural, and linguistic needs. Focus on adolescent learning, 

which is prudent in student development for those with under-limited schooling.  

4. Adaptation for the silent beginner and how to deal with that student’s case on how to 

read better and learn as required.  

 5. Add a 4 by 4 matrix covering, which includes reading, writing, listening, and speaking. 

 

PHASE TWO · Present Background Needed for Language Learning Strategy  

6. Learning materials linked to the students’ basic English experiences, especially with 

regard to written art or fictional pieces will help to develop reading, listening, and writing 

skills. 

7. Utilizing preparatory work and learning materials for both LFS and SIPE proficiency. 
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8. Integrated learning activities to familiarize students with fictional, non-fictional, and 

grammatical pieces to assist them in grasping language concepts.  

9. Linking the concept to what students cover in class will help. Technology, like online 

writing games, can help improve writing skills. 

10. The tutor needs to help silent beginners to pronounce some words.  

Comprehensible Input 

11. Student speech needs to improve as time goes by, and the tutor needs to record the 

level of changes from beginner to proficiency.  

12. Determine ways in which limited formal schools can be made accessible for students.  

13. Use of online tools to help improve skills (e.g., model, hands-on actions, demonstrate, 

gesture, and technology). 

 

PHASE THREE · Strategies for Assimilation Guided Practice  

14. Gives ample learning materials for learners to apply learning concepts as well as work 

with language assimilation.  

15. Check for understanding and consistently use scaffolding techniques to assist in 

comprehension (e.g., pairs check, quiz). 

16. Help the student locate various players online.  

 

Guided Practice and Interaction  

17. Provides frequent opportunities for interactions and discussions about lesson concepts 

with the teacher, peers, and others. 

18. The group helps support the language and objectives of the class.  

19. The projects provide the students with some time to respond to the problems.  

20. The student has an opportunity to improve skills and ask questions.  
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PHASE FOUR · Practice to Application, Utilization  

21. Provide life skills education for instructing on the utilization of the curriculum set for 

SIPEs and LFS. Make the learning materials accessible, age-appropriate, and effective for 

instructing in English learning settings.  

22. Provide the student with a project that requires practice and the acquisition of 

knowledge and skills, both in and out of the classroom.  

23. Provide students with activities that integrate the application of the four language 

skills (writing, reading, speaking, and listening). 

 

Lesson Delivery  

24. The content objectives and the lesson delivery. 

25. Students’ constant interactivity. 

26. Change of pace for learners at different levels. 

 

PHASE FIVE · Review/Assessment  

27. Increasing capacity to participate in comprehensive reading and utilizing online 

writing platforms to boost student capacity in creating fictional and non-fictional content 

is beneficial in conjunction with listening to voice messages, decoding scripted voice 

messages, interpreting the standards, and developing proper skills in grammatical context 

analysis.   

28. Understanding the concept of word formations, origins, and context of use in 

grammar.  

29. I am capable of identifying syntax errors in compositions, paragraphs, and essays, 

which cover all discourse contexts, whether verbal or written.  
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I am able to do a comprehensive review of essential vocabulary, sentences, formulas, 

and analysis of crucial content concepts. 

30. Provision of an assessment and feedback to the students based on their outputs. 
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